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From Chapter President
Linda Middleton, APLD
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT

Hats off to you! You are so close to summer—when work slows a bit, vacations take 
center stage, and you would love to be dormant just like our beloved drought-adapted 
plants . Take a bow! You made a 180° turn from designing under the assumption of too 
little water to designing for rainwater capture . Pat yourself on the back! You educate 
yourself and your clients on the intricacies and realities of living in this glorious state of 
California .  

This is why I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE my job . There is always change: something new to 
learn, a new product to try, some aesthetic to explore . There is also stability: basic 
concepts, plant palettes and methodology that we draw on, especially when faced 
with a challenge . It’s my personal yin-yang of design . 

As professionals, we pride ourselves in knowing the marketplace demands . We know 
our business models and what works for the market that we service . We know that we 
have choices .  
 
APLD continues to refine what landscape design means in California . Is it about 
beautiful spaces? YES . Is it about being stewards of the land? YES . Is it about making 
decisions about what best serves you as the designer and what best serves your client . 
A resounding YES!

Tip your hat to your colleagues who continue to push the envelope . Read on . Join in . 
Life is not a spectator sport, especially in the politically charged climate that we live in . 
Stay educated and informed—it straightens the path ahead .

Forgive me if I gave poor advice at the start . If you take your hat off, please liberally 
apply sunscreen . We do live in California, after all .
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URBAN SOIL SUMMIT 2.0: TERROIR . . . Sign Up Now!

Laura Morton, APLD 
CA Chapter Sponsorship Chair

APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

It is with great pride and enthusiasm that I announce APLD California Chapter is 
a sponsor of the year’s most exciting educational event—Urban Soil Summit 2 .0: 
TERROIR, presented by Green Gardens Group (G3) in Los Angeles, August 7-9 .  
Check out this earth-shattering program at http://urbansoil.org  

As a sponsor, we can offer our members full-conference tickets at 15% off—a price 
of $552 .50—until June 10 . And right now we also have a few VIP package tickets 
available on a first-come first-served basis for the same $552 .50 price . Email me 
at sponsorship@apldca.org and I’ll set you up as a VIP!
  

When the VIP’s are gone, register at:  
http://greengardensgroup.com/events/urban-soil-summit-2-0-terroir/ 

Use the following code for your 15% discount: apldca15  (lower case, no spaces) 

The essence of “terroir” means everything to our creative process . I hope to see you 
there!

http://urbansoil.org/
mailto:sponsorship@apldca.org
http://greengardensgroup.com/events/urban-soil-summit-2-0-terroir/
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The Science and Soul of Soil 
By Pamela Berstler 

 CEO, Green Gardens Group (G3) 
APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

In the 1990’s, I thought a soil science 
class was a great time to catch up 
on missing sleep . Cation exchange, 
nitrate to nitrite—oh yes, I could 
count on at least 40 minutes of 
soothing shut-eye . But then Dr . Elaine 
Ingham showed me soil under a 
microscope .  And POW! It was like 
watching roller derby and a monster 
truck rally all at once . Things were 
flying everywhere, pulsating, glowing, 
growing!  The stuff under the glass 
was clearly vibrant and alive; thus 
ended my soil somnolence . 
 
From the moment I awakened to the idea that soil 
was a sentient being, engaged with plants that 
farmed microbes in their root zones, and dancing 
to a tune with a tempo slower than visible time 
and older than any human understanding, my 
idea of what it meant to be a landscape designer 
was forever altered . When I found that soil 
microbes made Earth’s atmosphere and sparked 
life, I was hooked on fungi .  I needed to learn 
more . And the more I learned, the more people I 
met whose appetite for understanding the hidden 
realm beneath our feet matched or surpassed my 
own .  

And thus I was set on the path creating G3’s Urban 
Soil Summit biennial symposium .  I want you to 
join us this year, because I know it is the best two-
day dinner party you’ll ever attend .  

After experiencing Soil Summit 2015: SOIL IN 
THE CITY at the Natural History Museum in Los 
Angeles, I had to rethink planting trees and the 
whole concept of “urban forest” because I learned 
that trees work as a community, communicating 
through a complex web of roots and symbiotic 
fungi . Trees behave like a hive, more like bees or 
ants than individuals . So what are the implications 
of designers plunking a tree into a concrete 
box at the curb, surrounded by compaction, 

and completely isolated from 
its community? We talk about 
creating a resilient urban forest 
canopy, but how could these trees 
ever be resilient as individuals?  
We’ve removed them from their 
resiliency-building network; now 
imagine how they will respond 
to the negative effects of climate 
change .  
 
I learned that protecting and 
planting California native 

chaparral was essential because it sequestered 
carbon up to six times the total mass of the 
plant (including roots) in the surrounding soil . 
I learned that restoring the Los Angeles River 
and other watersheds was more critical now 
than ever before because riparian conditions 
sequester huge amounts of carbon, again in soil 
surrounding the root zones of the plants . I learned 
that microbial communities in bioswales adjacent 
to curb cuts constructed with native soils, rather 
than engineered soils, were completely different 
from each other along the same street, and were 
determined by the amount and type of pollutant 
that made it through the curb . 
   
These first glimpses of the power of soil informed 
the curation of this year’s Urban Soil Summit 
2017 in Los Angeles, August 7-9 .  This year we are 
focused on TERROIR!   
  
Terroir is the sense of place created  
by the microbes in any particular bit 
of soil.  
 
I thought this topic was especially important 
in these political times because the difference 
between TERROR—about climate change—and 
TERROIR—the resilience of a place—is “I .” In other 
words, “I” make the difference .  
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This year we will explore four main storylines: 
Sacred Soil, Consuming Terroir, Soil 
Communication and Regenerative Society . On our 
first day together, we will dive deeply into each 
of these paths; attendees pick one track for the 
morning and one track for the afternoon . On day 
two, we weave the stories together in a plenary 
session with four panel sessions drawing upon the 
conclusions of the previous day with a speaker/
presenter from each of the tracks .  

We will explore how soil microbial DNA retains 
the memory of the events that have happened 
in a particular place, and share the story of a 
group determined to connect our society with 
murders of the past by collecting soil samples 
from lynching sites in Alabama . We will learn 
about human microbes communicating with 
soil microbes, and vice versa, to affect health, 
happiness and perhaps even procreation . You are 
probably familiar with terroir in wine, but how 
about the terroir in chocolate? We will discover 
how our clothes, food, medicine and thinking 
are shaped by the particular plants and the soil 
microbes where we live . And we’ll explore how 
our purchasing choices can drive an economy that 
restores rather than degrades our soil .  

I’ve always wondered how native plants fend off 
interlopers . It turns out they employ soil microbes! 
 
Curious about why it rains in one 
place and not in another? I am. It 
seems healthy living soil brings the 
rain too.  
 
How do we turn a mountain of waste into the 
spark of life? Compost, of course! So, let’s talk 
about how compost will regenerate an entire 
society, particularly in urban settings .  

Landscape designers, architects, contractors 
and engineers are the healers, who along with 
educators, activists, and makers turn us away 
from TERROR and toward TERROIR! Join us at the 
UCLA Meyer and Renee Luskin Conference Center 
August 7-9 for two and a half days of the most 
interesting discussions you will ever have about 
healing the earth and changing the climate . And 
did I mention there are some awesome networking 
evenings too? An Inoculation Party August 7 and 
a Fermentation Celebration August 8! Join us for 
Urban Soil Summit 2017: Terroir—a life-changing 
event . 

Landscape designers can't resist getting their hands dirty .
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APLD Advocates for Healthy Landscapes,  
Healthy People, Healthy Planet 

By Maureen Decombe
Chair, APLD-CA Sustainability Committee 
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT 

 
Have you forgotten the crackling grasses, parched soils  
and baking sun of last October? As I look out at my now-lush 
garden, it seems like a dusty dream . . . like the drought that 
never happened. I spent the dry years investing in my soil and 
contouring my landscape to slow and retain the rain.  

Now, I am infusing my mostly edible garden with climate-smart plants, and using 
compost and mulch to nurture and clothe the earth . My reward is a habitat at home—
one that thrives without my constant intervention, and delights with just a little bit of 
love . 

I look back now, because on a crisp October day in 2016, followed by a full board 
approval in December, the APLD California Chapter also invested from the ground up . 
We made a commitment to: 

•  Raise visibility of APLD as a leader in landscape sustainability, through our 
commitment to the watershed approach to CA landscapes . 

•  Encourage our members to advocate for healthy, well-designed landscapes by 
sharing their values and technical expertise . 

•  Deepen and connect our relationships with local and state agencies, municipal 
leaders, educational organizations and other potential partners who contribute to 
the change we wish to see . 

•  Seed the ground for our future—by supporting community-based landscape 
professional training for workforce development . 

Tours, programs and classes have promoted the watershed approach to landscapes . 
Our members have participated in technical committees and stakeholder groups to 
advocate for the watershed approach . We have advocated strongly for a policy that 
infuses the watershed approach, and all of its benefits, into the expenditure of state-
funded landscape programming and projects . 

SB-780, Water Conservation in Landscaping Act .  
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB780 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB780
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Follow the link above for current bill text, analysis and status . Authored by Senator 
Scott Wiener of San Francisco, the bill has gained supporters from a broad array 
of environmental and educational organizations working at the intersection of 
landscapes, air quality, water quality and conservation and workforce development .  
SB-780 has now passed the Senate Natural Resources & Water Committee, followed 
by the Senate Environmental Quality Committee . APLD member Cheryl Buckwalter, 
(chair of the board, EcoLandscape California), http://www.ecolandscape.org/ testified 
before the Senate Natural Resources & Water Committee; and Paul Herzog (director, 
Surfrider Foundation’s Ocean Friendly Gardens Program),  https://www.surfrider.org/
programs/ocean-friendly-gardens  came in from Los Angeles for testimony to the 
Senate Environmental Quality Committee . Gold Sponsor Pamela Berstler (CEO, G3, 
Green Gardens Group), https://www. http://greengardensgroup.com/ has continuously 
supported our advocacy with technical and strategic advice . And, for the first time in 
our chapter history, we have hired an advocacy consultant, Environmental and Energy 
Consulting . http://caleec.com/ 

APLD-CA leaders review maps of legislators' districts before meetings in the Capitol .
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http://www.ecolandscape.org/
https://www.surfrider.org/programs/ocean-friendly-gardens
https://www.surfrider.org/programs/ocean-friendly-gardens
https://www. http://greengardensgroup.com/
http://caleec.com/
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Next Steps 
Chapter leadership from all over the state converged in Sacramento on May 17, 
2017, for training and advocacy to ensure determination of a clear standard for the 
watershed approach to landscapes . We updated our members on progress and 
plans for future APLD California Chapter advocacy of SB 780 and similar measures to 
establish standards and develop an educated workforce for implementation of state-
funded projects, including grants, tax credits, rebates and other incentives . 

The sustainability committee, working closely with the advocacy chair, Amelia B . Lima, 
APLD, and under the guidance of our 2017 CA chapter president, Linda Middleton, 
APLD, has also undertaken a parallel track to support APLD members as they pursue 
projects that support a watershed approach to landscapes:  

• Postcards, handouts and signage for sustainability-related garden tours .  
•  APLD CA production of a California Watershed-Wise Landscape Handbook with 

content licensed from G3, Green Gardens Group .  
•  A two-minute video to promote the watershed approach, featuring gardens 

designed by APLD members . 
•  Walnut Level Sponsorship of the 2017 Urban Soil Summit in Los Angeles .  
•  Local educational programs to bring APLD members, fellow landscape professionals 

and clients together to make this “new normal” as successful and effective as 
possible . 

• Support for APLD districts as they reach out to local agencies and organizations to 
increase acceptance and appreciation of the benefits of the watershed approach . 

 It’s a busy time, but the rewards of investing in our organizational “soil” have begun to 
amplify and connect . Like a great mycorrhizal network, we are exchanging ideas and 
working together to strengthen ourselves, and the roots, roles and appreciation of our 
community professional landscape designers .   

Maureen Decombe is an APLD California Chapter past president (2009) . Besides her role as 
2017 APLD-CA sustainability chair, Maureen spends most of her time in her own back yard, 
gardening, dreaming, and scheming for the widespread adoption of a new way of living 
with our landscapes . 
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Wish You Could Clone Yourself to Get More Done? 
Do Something Even Better—Hire An Assistant. 

By Kristan Browne
Business Coaching for Landscape Designers

www.attriniti.com
APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 

 
Landscape designers are some of the most independent 
people I know . We wear many hats throughout the day, our 
brains jumping here and there as we go from the creative to 
the administrative . But just because we are so good at many 
different tasks does not mean we should be doing everything . 

The idea of hiring an assistant was unthinkable to me for many 
years when I was starting out as a landscape designer . Now as 
a business coach for landscape designers, I am acutely aware 
of how not bringing in support is one of the biggest mistakes 
designers can make if they wish to grow their business . 

Assistants come in many forms . You can hire a virtual assistant 
with whom you communicate via email, Skype, or the phone . 
Virtual assistants are great for handling your email, digital files, 
social media postings, website updates . An onsite assistant 
is fantastic for running errands, picking up samples, paper 
filing, you name it . A part-time bookkeeper is a great way to 
start getting used to the idea of utilizing outside support . I 
use Quickbooks and have a Quickbooks ProAdvisor who helps 
keep things on track every four to six weeks . We meet either in 
person or online .  

When is it the right time to hire an assistant? It makes sense 
when you can afford it, first and foremost . You do not want to 
negatively impact your income to hire an assistant . Yet, it is 
worth taking into consideration whether your cash flow issues 
could be helped by an assistant . For instance, are you slow to 
put together estimates, do you have a system for invoicing, or 
are you losing clients because you are spending too much time 
on the busy work and not enough time on your clients? 

You will have to take some time to train your assistant, but 
it is time well spent . Just think, if your assistant saves you a 
minimum of two hours a day, that adds up to a quarter of the 
year! 

Here are some tips for interviewing  
and training assistants: 

Written Requirement  First and foremost, narrow 
down your applicants’ professional literacy by 
having them initially respond in written form, so 
you can see if they have acceptable writing skills . 
Requiring an email format will reveal whether or 
not they are able to follow simple tasks . This will 
save you time before meeting them face to face . 

In-Person Meeting  It is highly suggested 
to meet not just once, but twice, in a couple 
different settings . This way, you can observe their 
demeanor from environment to environment . 
For assistants that will be working in your home, 
it is critical to witness how they treat both casual 
environments and workspaces . So don’t rush the 
process!

Patience  In a recent conference talking about 
generational professionals, we’ve noticed that 
millennials have a genuine tendency to ask a LOT 
of questions . Do not take their curiosity the wrong 
way as they are not trying to annoy you . Rather, 
appreciate how concerned they are about the job .

Assignments  When delegating, give context 
to why you are assigning a task and ask for a 
document detailing the process . This will help 
keep assistants from feeling like they’re being 
given “busy work .” Bring them back to the bigger 
vision so they understand how the task plays a 
role .

Trial  Choose a time frame you are comfortable 
with and set up a trial period . Reasonable timing 
can range from 1 to 3 months . Emphasize that is it 
for both parties .

Check In  Check in on regular basis and ask what 
they’re liking most about the job . To practice 
transparency, you can also ask what they like least, 
where do they feel they are being underutilized, 
and if they have any ideas . This will help you get 
some valuable feedback both for your day-to- 
day working environment and bigger strategic 
planning .

Copyright © 2017 Attriniti Consulting . All rights reserved .

 

TOOLS AND TIPS

http://www.attriniti.com
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Photos courtesy of San Marcos Growers

Plant Spotlight by Jane Davis
                                                APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT 

                  Cistus x purpureus

If you live by the beach you get used to the envy of many, but not of gardeners. For a gardener, 
the beach is challenging. Gardens suffer from strong winds and salt spray, and from soil that is not 
just sandy, but sand. 
 Plants that can withstand all this are rare, but plants that are medium-sized, evergreen 
flowering shrubs that can be happy here are rare as hen’s teeth. 
 Cistus x purpureus is one of these rarities. It is a neat, rounded shrub with mid-green aromatic 
leaves and masses of cerise flowers with a maroon blotch appearing from early spring through 
summer. 
 As with California natives, you can kill a cistus with kindness. Overwatering and over-fertile soil 
are its enemies. It also dislikes being pruned, so if you’re lucky it will survive a light trim well above 
the dead wood. 
 Plant Cistus x purpureus in a sunny spot in lean rocky or sandy soil and leave it alone to do 
its thing. It pairs beautifully with the silvery foliage of California native Salvia apiana or with large 
rosette succulents like Aeonium ‘Mint Saucer’ or Agave ‘Blue Flame,’ all of which love hanging out by 
the beach as well.

Left: Cistus x purpureus 
grows into a nice-size 
shrub —not too big and 
not too small. Right: A 
close-up of its beautiful 
blossom.
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APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

By Kristan Browne 

 

Designer Profile:
Akiko komori

Akiko Komori loves making people happy.  
She sees her work as a positive contribution to her 
clients’ lives in small yet tangible ways. 

 Akiko came to landscape design after years as a legal 
secretary, ready to depart an environment rife with 
negativity and make a major career shift. She enrolled 
in UCLA’s horticulture program, was mentored by 
Nancy Harrington, and began offering landscape 
design and fine tending services in Los Angeles in 
2006. 

 "Without proper maintenance, even the best-designed 
garden can fall apart in six months," said Akiko. Most 
of her design clients opt for quarterly visits. She 
emphasizes to them that occasional pruning and 
feeding, as well as keeping tabs on irrigation, pests and 
diseases are all things that will ensure they enjoy their 
gardens for years to come. 

Photos © Akiko Komori
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APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

By Kristan Browne 

 

 As for her design philosophy, Akiko said, “It has to 
work!” She approaches each project with a blend of 
practicality, feasibility and aesthetics, while adopting 
the eyes of her clients in order to transform their 
dreams into real space. She also enjoys educating 
them about how to be more environmentally 
responsible and climate sensitive.  

Akiko is not easily seduced by new plant varieties. 
She uses two "old standards" frequently—Arbutus 
'Marina’ and Camellia sasanqua—because of their 
versatility and adaptability. She loves the arbutus for 
its smooth red bark, urn-shaped flowers and showy 
berries that nourish local fauna, as well as its size—
substantial enough to be a focal point in a small 
garden or striking in multiples in a larger landscape. 
The camellia holds a special place in her heart not 
only for its profuse white blooms but because she 
and the camellia are transplants from Japan and 
now have found a place to call home in Southern 
California. 

 Akiko's gardens reflect inspiration both from 
exploring the greater Los Angeles area as well as 
trips back home to Japan . . . and possibly even  

from memories of her year in the island nation of  
Sri Lanka as a 17-year-old exchange student. An 
APLD member since 2014, she has especially 
enjoyed visiting local gardens and spending time 
with peers. 

 What is Akiko's favorite garden tool?  "My Atlas 
Nitrile Gloves! Your hands are your number-one tool," 
she said, "and you must protect them.”  After many of 
her clients asked about protection when working on 
roses, grasses, yuccas and other pokey plants, Akiko 
began giving them the gift of suede arm guards. She 
knows that keeping clients involved in their gardens 
is yet another small yet tangible way of spreading 
happiness. 
 

Photos © Akiko Komori
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APLD CA has partnered with PlantRight to help 
our members learn about invasive plants and find 
appropriate substitutions for our plant palettes.

Plant Escapes in Cityscapes? 

By Stephanie Falzone 
Project Manager at San Francisco–based Sustainable Conservation

It’s a common question: If my client is in an urban area enveloped in 
concrete—far from open space—why does it matter if I design with an invasive plant? 
Here are three reasons: 

    1 . Invasive plants become a nuisance to clients and your reputation . Before long, 
your client will have a high-maintenance landscape on their hands . Examples include 
seedlings popping up in countless crevices and all over the garden, as with Stipa/
Nassella tenuissima (Mexican Feathergrass) . A ground cover like Vinca major sends 
rhizomes racing across and beneath any surface within reach . They can smother 
other plants and be very difficult to remove, creating a problem for clients, and their 
neighbors, for years to come . 

   2 .  Consider the ecology . Invasive plants spread fast and far assisted by wind, water 
or animals .  As development grows and spreads into more natural settings, the 
wildland-urban interface (WUI) expands, so how we design the urban ecosystem is 
more important than ever for supporting pollinators and providing much-needed 
habitat . A little bit of habitat goes a long way! 

    3 . Buying invasive plants encourages nurseries to carry them . Even if the chance 
of an invasive plant spreading from your project site to a natural area is very small, 
continuing to buy these plants encourages the nursery industry to grow and sell 
them . No business wants to miss a sale, so these plants remain in the trade and could 
end up planted close to a wildland .  

Nasella tenuisima escapes to cracks .
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Bottom line: the vast majority of non-native plants are safe to use, but sometimes 
while designing a beautiful, low-maintenance landscape that can survive a variety of 
conditions, we can unintentionally end up using invasive plants .  

What do we mean by “invasive”?  A plant that is non-native to the region that 
outcompetes the native flora and causes (or is likely to cause) harm . Invasive plants 
are different from garden weeds because they don’t rely on human care (fertilizer, 
irrigation, etc .) to survive, but like weeds, they spread by wind, in soil or gravel, or 
by wildlife . California is a patchwork of unique habitats, so a plant that is considered 
invasive in one part of the state like California’s Central Coast may not be a problem in 
the Sierra Nevada or desert . 

Where they are invasive, these plants can cause measurable harm to the environment 
and human health . Here are a few examples:  
 
• outcompeting existing flora in a way that displaces native plants and animals 
• exacerbating wildfire and flooding risk 
• clogging waterways and limiting commercial port traffic and trade  
• costing taxpayers hundreds of millions in avoidable expense 
•  compromising agricultural yields and real estate value 

Many invasive plants were used for ornamental purposes long before we knew they 
could become invasive . Thankfully these days you can make better plant choices with 
PlantRight—a project of Sustainable Conservation and longtime partner of APLD 
CA—which identifies the highest priority invasive garden plants currently for sale in 
California . 

www.PlantRight.org is relaunching this summer  
with expanded content!

Invasive Carpobrutus edulis (Ice Plant) overwhelms native Camissoniopsis 
cheiranthifolia (Beach Evening Primrose)
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DISTRICT HAPPENINGS:

Seeing Los Angeles from a Watershed Perspective

Like pilgrims journeying to hallowed ground, nearly 100 APLD members along with 
family and industry associates traversed great swaths of Los Angeles on Sunday, April 
9, en route to nine inspirational gardens . The Greater Los Angeles District was hosting 
its second annual Watershed-Approach Garden Tour, with gardens stretching from 
LAX-adjacent and the leafy Westside, to hip West Hollywood and over Mulholland 
Drive to Universal Studios, and finally to within a stone’s throw of the Hollywood sign, 
where the trek ended with libations and victuals in a sanctuary of succulents overlook-
ing La-La Land .

At every stop along the route, the travelers found inspiration in distinct and creative 
permeable landscapes designed to take advantage of rainwater as a resource . In lush 
plantings suffused with vibrant color, they saw the stunning results of maintaining 
healthy living soils and selecting climate-appropriate plants .

Here is a glimpse of that glorious day .

Francesca Corra designed this North Hollywood front garden to soak up rainwater,  
welcome neighbors and deter gophers (with many varieties of euphorbia) .
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Aussie plantings and permeable materials in tucked-away North Hollywood 
back garden by Francesca Corra .

Jane Davis designed a decorative rain garden and low-water plantings to fit nicely into 
traditional neighbhorhood in Cheviot Hills .
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Even the bench is permeable in Johanna Woollcott's Hollywood Hills garden .

Tiered rain garden filters roof runoff in Ladera Heights garden designed by Marilee 
Kuhlmann .

Lush plantings are irrigated by water  
collected in underground tanks in Marilee 
Kuhlmann's garden .

Photos © Anne Weinberger
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Succulents soften concrete stairs and add an  
element of permeability .
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Rain garden in Cheviot Hills garden designed and built by Tom Stout .

Harmonious low-water plants in 
Tom Stout's garden .

Permeable paving surrounds pool at West Hollywood garden designed by Laura 
Morton, APLD .

Photos © Anne Weinberger
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Succulents soften concrete stairs and add an  
element of permeability .
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DISTRICT HAPPENINGS: 
Architecture and the Front Garden:  
Sacramento District Visits Fab ‘40’s Neighborhood 
Story and photos by Hope Nelson 
APLD-CA SACRAMENTO DISTRICT

45th Street Colonial Revival/
Neoclassical: This ultra-classical house has 
a façade dominated by a full-height porch and 
stout columns . The landscape was simple, austere 
and classic: sprawling lawn with boxwood 
framing the house . We pondered what alternative 
landscape could stand up to this formal 
architecture while reducing water use .   

45th Street Italian Renaissance: 
Another symmetrical home, with a low-pitched 
Spanish-tile hip roof, arched front entry and wide 
steps almost the full width of the home . The 
clean landscape of perfect lawn and large pots 
flanking the entry matched the formal home, but 
how about a pair of Italian cypresses rising at the 
corners of the house and some formal planting 
beds to reduce the lawn size? 

(from left) Members Mary-Lee Gilliland, Margaret Wylder, 
Cindy Bryars and Linda Magrum stroll Sacramento's Fab 
'40's neighborhood .

While Sacramento’s most famous architecture is the 
domed Capitol building, our local APLD members took 
a walking tour of another historic landmark—the “Fab 
40’s” neighborhood—for a look at the role architecture 
plays in dictating garden design .  
 A dozen APLD’ers visited iconic homes in an area 
founded in the 1920’s with plantings of Platanus 
orientalis (Oriental Plane Tree), Fraxinus velutina ‘Glabra’ 
(Modesto Ash) and Ulmus spp . (Elm trees), many of 
which still line the streets today . We walked through the 
neighborhood on a warm spring day, discussing how 
the front gardens worked with the architectural style of 
the homes . 
 Along 44th, 45th and 46th Streets we saw a great 
variety of architectural styles, from classic Tudor, Italian 
Renaissance and Colonial Revival to Mediterranean and 
Prairie Style . 
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Designer's Challenge
Submit drawings (by hand or on CAD) or 
write a paragraph with a description  and 
plant list with ideas for an updated landscape 
solution that would reduce water but still “go” 
with the architecture of one of these classic 
homes . Send to newsletter@apld.org and we 
will publish them in the September issue .

45th Street Italian Renaissance: 
This grand home had entry columns, hipped 
tiled roof, ornate lower windows, and a Palladian 
upstairs window . The landscape had an eclectic 
Italian countryside feel, with a wrought-iron fence 
dividing the large space and adding structure . 
Drought-tolerant plants were beginning to 
mature in place of the former lawn . Did the 
informal planting design work with this elegant 
architecture? We thought there should be some 
height variation in the plants and some larger 
entry pots to complement the scale of the home . 

 45th Street Prairie Style: The extended 
eaves are typical of Prairie style, but do the Italian 
cypresses fit the architecture? We thought the 
generous front garden could benefit from much 
larger beds and a more interesting path . And 
could the tan paint color benefit from a flower 
color other than white? 

 46th Street Midcentury Modern:  
This youngest house on our tour had a new 
landscape designed by APLD member Gary 
Kernick . The home had typical midcentury clean 
lines, with a gabled, ranch-style roof . A fence with 
widely spaced horizontals enclosed the front 
patio, emphasizing the horizontal elements of the 
house while allowing light to filter through . The 
large windows connected the indoor and outdoor 
spaces and created geometric patterns on the 
façade . Gary’s restrained plant palette echoed the 
geometric sensibility, with blocks of plantings in 
Loropetalum ‘Jazz Hands Bold’, Sarcococca ‘Fragrant 
Valley’ (a new dwarf ), Phormium 'Platt’s Black’, 
Dianella ‘Variegata’, and a border of dwarf nandina . 
Outside of the fence, lush kurapia gave the effect 
of grass turf, while thriving on much less water . 
Punches of bright red—chairs and a laser-cut steel 
screen—stood out against the neutral gray of the 
house and the sleek slate hardscape . And a broad, 
layered-stone fountain gurgled atop a pebble base 
under the dappled shade of mature trees .
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DISTRICT HAPPENINGS: 
Bay Area Members Stock Up  
on Ideas and Plants in Sonoma County

By Patricia St . John, APLD
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT

Most people visit Lynmar Estate Winery in Sebastopol for the wine, but 30 APLD Bay 
Area district members were thrilled to be invited to see the winery’s bee-friendly 
gardens created by award-winning designer Kate Frey .
 Frey led a tour of the extensive kitchen gardens, the lush plantings along the road 
to an old barn, and formal gardens framing a home overlooking the vineyard and 
nearby valley . While discussing the ecology of the garden, she pointed out plants that 
attract beneficial bees and other insects and thrive in the Sonoma County winery’s 
microclimate .
 A two-time gold medal winner at the Chelsea Flower Show in London, Frey designs 
and plants her gardens with sustainability and biodiversity in mind . Her book, The 
Bee-Friendly Garden, was published in February 2016, and she recently launched the 
American Garden School with the goal of teaching people to “create gardens that are 
remarkably beautiful, healthy, productive, creative and efficient to care for .”
 

Photo © Jude Parkinson-MorganGardens and vines at Lynmar Estate Winery .

https://americangardenschool.com/
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Only a five-minute drive from Lynmar is Emerisa Gardens, a family-run wholesale/retail 
nursery in Santa Rosa . After lunch under a wisteria-covered arbor APLD’ers took a tour 
with with second-generation co-owner Farlan Salzmann, who pointed out favorites 
of the newest plants in their demonstration gardens . Much shopping ensued, with 15 
acres of plants to peruse . 
 Emerisa specializes in 4-inch containers, so it was easy for the group to head home 
with an impressive selection of hardy and unusual perennials, herbs, certified organic 
vegetables, ornamental grasses and succulents . And fresh from visiting Kate Frey’s 
winery garden, everyone was surely inspired to put those plants in the ground in no 
time . 
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Farlan with APLD visitors under 
the wisteria in full bloom .

Eschscholzia californica 
varieties at Emerisa display 

gardens .
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DISTRICT HAPPENINGS: 
San Diego District Tours Pasadena Gardens

On April 30th, 10 members of the San Diego District ventured north to attend 
the Garden Conservancy's Pasadena Open Days . They visited six well-established 
gardens of all sizes, from an intimate midcentury modern to a formal Italianate to a 
Craftsman chalet . One notable edible front garden had 12 grape varieties, there was 
a 3,500-square-foot potager garden, and a Mission-style home was surrounded with 
over 10,000 square feet of eight varieties of meadow grasses . 

Pictured from left, kneeling: Lisa Bellora and Michelle Berry . Standing, from left: Debbie Gordon;  
Angela Benson; David Clarke, APLD; Marilyn Guidroz, APLD; Kimberly Alexander, Jackie Seidman;  
Debbie O'Leary; Allison McGee .

By Kimberly Alexander 
APLD-CA SAN DIEGO DISTRICT
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DISTRICT HAPPENINGS: 
San Diego District Tours Pasadena Gardens

Members in the News:
Margie Grace, APLD, of Greater Los Angeles District
Featured in Pacific Horticulture Magazine

Member Margie Grace, APLD, was featured in the spring 2017 issue of Pacific Horticulture magazine, in the 
second in a series of articles featuring APLD-CA designers . The Planting the New California Garden series 
illustrates how water-use data from WUCOLS can be translated into lush, unthirsty gardens . Margie and her 
team designed Victoria Garden Mews to be a sustainable oasis—a certified LEED platinum oasis—for three 
families in Santa Barbara who share a small, private development,with space for people to dine, relax and 
grow food .  

Link to story: http://www.pacifichorticulture.org/articles/planting-the-new-california-garden-part-2-margie-
grace-apld/

The courtyard at Victoria Garden Mews is filled with resilient, habitat-friendly plants . Comfortable 
benches encourage residents to linger . 
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http://www.pacifichorticulture.org/articles/planting-the-new-california-garden-part-2-margie-grace-apld/
http://www.pacifichorticulture.org/articles/planting-the-new-california-garden-part-2-margie-grace-apld/
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From Our Sponsors:
Natural Stone Is Ideal for Permeable Paving: 
Gold Sponsor Peninsula Building Materials 
Features California Quarries

If you’re trying to capture as much rain water as possible in your garden designs, 
permeable paving is the way to go for your hardscapes . It's as simple as creating 
paved surfaces with spaces between the pavers . Not only does this practice recharge 
the aquifer, it reduces irrigation needs in the garden . Homeowners are requesting 
permeable paving more and more, and in San Francisco it's now required in all public 
projects . 

While concrete pavers are commonly used for permeable paving, natural stone is a 
versatile alternative . Peninsula Building Materials stocks a broad range of stone lines, 
all of which are on view at our Masonry Showroom . For designers looking to reduce 

their carbon footprint by sourcing stone 
locally, we offer products from two California 
quarries—a quartzite schist in both flagstone 
and cut dimensional pieces from Sydney Peak 
Stone (east of Bakersfield) and a flagstone from 
Lompoc (north of Santa Barbara) . 

When creating a permeable patio or path in 
natural stone, use irregularly shaped flagstone 
or cut dimensional pieces at least 1-1/4” thick 
for dry setting . Fill the spaces between with 
decorative gravel or pebbles . Long, plank-style 
pavers lend themselves to playful negative 
spaces and unique patterning . 

Using natural stone allows for infinite combinations of color, texture and style, and 
your clients will enjoy the beauty of real stone and appreciate the sustainable aspects 
of a permeable landscape .

By Nancy Wallace 
Peninsula Building Materials
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Flagstone with crushed gravel .
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New Recipe for Base Materials

Regardless of the surface material, the key to creating successful 
permeable hardscapes is to use thick layers of gravel in graduated 
sizing . The conventional wisdom for constructing the permeable 
base materials has been rethought . We now recommend a 
simplified base with fewer layers of drainage gravel and without 
landscape fabric if the bottom layer is spread over compacted soil .   

The new rule of thumb is to use one very deep layer of ¾” drain rock 
gravel in a layer 2” thicker than a layer of conventional base rock (for 
paths and patios, 6–8” thick; for driveways, 8–10” thick), topped with 
a 2” layer of ¼” gravel . The ¼” gravel is in lieu of setting sand, and is 
small enough to set the paving material . Between the stones, use 
only gravels or pebbles at least 1/8” in size, not sand or path fines, 
as they clog the spaces in between the base gravels and prevent 
drainage .

Design options for permeable paving .Ph
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From Our Sponsors:
Designing More Efficient Irrigation Systems:  
Advice from Platinum Sponsor Rain Bird

Everyone loves a lush, beautiful landscape. Not only are they 
lovely to look at, but healthy landscapes also provide oxygen, 
absorb carbon dioxide, control erosion, reduce noise pollution, 
lower energy bills and increase property values. However, with 
water costs rising and shortages continuing to make headlines, 
people wonder how their landscapes can stay healthy with less 
water. 

As a professional landscape designer, what can you do to help your clients use less 
water outdoors? First, you must understand the basic principles of irrigation, including 
the effects that plant type, sun exposure, soil type and wind have on system design . 
From there, it comes down to working with contractors to integrate the latest, most 
efficient irrigation technology—and helping your clients understand how to use that 
technology wisely . Here are some of the newest Rain Bird technologies:  

WiFi-enabled timers.  
While weather-smart timers (or controllers) have been around for a few years, today’s 
wifi-enabled versions put a bit more control back in the palm of the user’s hand . Rain 
Bird’s LNK WiFi module plugs into the company’s new ESP-Me and ESP-TM2 controllers, 
giving users wireless, remote access to their systems via a downloadable mobile app . 
The module receives weather information from the Internet, automatically adjusting 
system run times as needed . It also provides users with notifications on their mobile 
devices that assist with troubleshooting, system diagnostics and operation .  

Pressure-regulating sprays and rotors.  
High water pressure is a common problem in many communities . As pressure 
increases, water is emitted from spray heads and rotors as inefficient fog or mist, 
which easily blows away instead of landing on the grass . Spray heads and rotors with 
integrated pressure regulators ensure that water is emitted at the proper pressure . In 
fact, Rain Bird’s 1800® Series PRS Sprays can save approximately one gallon per minute 
per spray . That adds up to significant water savings over time . 

http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/controllers/LNK-WiFi.htm
http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/controllers/ESP-Me.htm
http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/controllers/ESP-TM2.htm
http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/sprayBodies/1800.htm
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Subsurface drip irrigation.  
Subsurface dripline, like Rain Bird’s XFS dripline, efficiently delivers water directly to 
turf or plant roots with no interference from wind and other environmental factors . 
This makes subsurface dripline 90% efficient, using 30-70% less water than overhead 
irrigation . A major difference between Rain Bird’s XFS dripline and competing products 
is the company’s exclusive CopperShield™ Technology, which safely prevents roots 
from invading and clogging the dripline’s emitters without using chemicals .  

Wireless rain sensors.  
If you’ve ever seen a sprinkler system running during a torrential downpour, you can 
understand the need for a rain sensor . While older rain sensor models were wired 
back to the system’s controller, newer versions like Rain Bird’s WR2 are wireless for 
easier, less obtrusive installation . The WR2 senses both rainfall and cold temperatures, 
allowing users to choose from multiple pre-defined set-points at which irrigation will 
be suspended . The WR2 receives weather data every 45 seconds, ensuring accurate 
performance as environmental conditions change . The result? A water savings of up to 
35% . 

With today’s sophisticated irrigation technology, designing 
efficient irrigation systems is easier than ever. But keep in mind 
that having an efficient system is just one element of the water-
savings equation. Homeowners must also understand how to 
use their systems wisely. Share Rain Bird’s water management 
website, 25ways.rainbird.com, with your clients. They’ll find water-
saving tips that can help keep their landscapes in tip-top 
condition with less water. 

http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/dripline/XFS.htm
http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/products/controllers/WR2.htm#.WUGtSoVXc7B
http://25ways.rainbird.com/
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Imagine walking into a nursery and finding the plants grouped in displays by water 
needs and plant type and the kind of habitat they provided . How stimulating would 
that be? You could start working a color/texture palette with all the plants before your 
eyes . Add to that a personalized guided tour by an expert horticulturist, and you’ve 
got the ultimate inspiration . 

 Village Nurseries made this dream come true on April 13 at their Huntington Beach 
location with their Horticultural Encounter led by horticulturist Susie Wiest . Members 
from throughout the APLD-CA Greater Los Angeles District were enchanted at every 
turn,  particularly by an Aussie called Callistemon viminalis ‘Bottle Pop’ . Neon pink 
bottle brushes, blue-green foliage, attractive to bees-butterflies-birds, low water, full 
sun, prune to shape . Plant lust! 
 
With row after row of such well-cared-for and seductive selections, there were quite 
a few full vehicles heading out for new planting adventures . Thank you, Village 
Nurseries! 
 

From Our Sponsors:
A Horticultural Encounter  
with Silver Sponsor Village Nurseries

By Laura Morton, APLD
APLD-CA GREATER LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

Callistemon viminalis 'Bottle Pop amidst other dazzling flora . Plants grouped by water needs help designers visualize plant 
palettes . 
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Susie Wiest gives the grand tour . 
Photo © Kristan Browne

You’ll find more great articles following our 2017 APLD-CA Sponsor Quick Reference Sheet.
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http://www.rainbird.com/landscape/index.htm
http://www.bamboopipeline.com/
http://www.belgard.com/
https://thebrickyard.com
http://www.devilmountainnursery.com/
https://www.emerisa.com
http://greengardensgroup.com/
http://www.idiggreenacres.com/
http://www.lyngsogarden.com/
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http://www.mswn.com/
http://pacificnurseries.com/
http://tuffyplants.com/
http://pbm1923.com/
http://www.urbantreefarm.com/
http://www.asian-ceramics.com/
http://www.deltabluegrass.com/home
http://www.hunterindustries.com/
http://www.gardensoft.com/
https://www.spjlighting.com
http://www.urbanfarmerstore.com/
https://www.villagenurserieslc.com/
http://visionrecycling.com/
http://calstone.com/
https://www.ewingirrigation.com/
http://www.lightcraftoutdoor.com/
http://gropower.com/
http://www.kellogggarden.com
http://www.naturedesigns.net/
http://www.sunsetwesterngardencollection.com/
http://www.sanmarcosgrowers.com
mailto:ogawamune@yahoo.com
http://apldca.org/sponsors/new
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BOOK REVIEW

The Garden Photography Workshop: 
Tips and Techniques for Capturing Your Garden 
By Andrea Jones 
Timber Press 2017 

Reviewed by Jude Parkinson-Morgan
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT  

As a garden photographer working in the Bay Area, I promise my clients that I will try 
to instill the essence of their garden design into my photographs . The combination 
of a beautiful garden and a camera should be an easy marriage, but often what you 
shoot through your lens, whether an iPhone or the latest mirrorless camera, results in a 
picture that is not how you see it in your mind’s eye . 

 The Garden Photography Workshop, a new 
book from Timber Press by renowned English 
photographer Andrea Jones, promises “Tips 
and Techniques for Capturing Your Garden .” 

The book offers everyone from the 
home gardener to the experienced 
landscape designer some practical 
guidance to make the most of 
photographing and documenting 
gardens. 
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BOOK REVIEW BOOK REVIEW continued

The first chapter covers the basics of garden photography, with page after page of 
gorgeous shots of Jones’s home and garden, a lovely farmhouse in Scotland . She discusses 
how to understand your space, come up with a plan, and use light and weather to the 
best advantage . Her practical tips include using a cardboard viewfinder as a technique 
to help practice composing images . She urges the reader to learn to develop “an eye” for 
composition and know what to include in a photograph and what to leave out .  

Jones covers camera equipment and technical details in the next chapter, including 
discussion of apertures, depth of field and metering illustrated by some wonderful 
photographs .  She offers a list of her own camera kit essentials, including of a pair of 
kneepads—great advice for taking those low shots on gravel pathways! 

The most valuable part of the book lies in the second section, "a collection of ten garden 
portraits” from all over the world, which she uses as examples of everyday challenges for 
photographers .  Here, Jones combines her own photos with those of the garden owner . 
These gardens cover a wide range of styles and present different and interesting problems . 
Each garden vignette enables her to discuss certain photographic techniques in more detail, 
such as composition, perspective, using light and telling a story . These case studies are a 
great way of teaching by showing and include all of her challenge-solving technical details . 
Particularly revealing is a comparison of a garden owner's photo of a specific section in her 
yard with Jones's photo . Her practical advice in this case clearly illustrates how her approach 
to the same subject makes a better photograph . 

The Garden Photography Workshop is a great starting point for landscape designers who 
would like to learn more about documenting and photographing their designs . And for more 
experienced photographers, her photos provide great inspiration to get out into the garden 
and shoot . 
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UC Davis Plant Trials— 
Selecting the Best Unthirsty Plants 

By Anne Weinberger
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT

How do horticulturists determine the water needs of plants? If you want to get in on 
the action, volunteer for the Landscape Plant Irrigation Trials at UC Davis . The two-
year trials begin with regular irrigation during the summer after planting, followed by 
performance assessments during the second growing season while plants are given 
low, moderate or high irrigation .  
 This April, landscape designers, nursery owners, master gardeners and a radio 
personality spread out among 300 trial plants in both sun and shade, rating them for 
foliage, flowering and overall appearance .  Among the stand-outs were old favorite 
Geranium x cantabrigiense 'Biokovo', new darling Lomandra 'Platinum Beauty', and a 
rose called Sunny Knock Out, which has several shades of yellow on the plant at once 
and clean, dark green foliage . 
 There will be additional ratings in July and September, when they become more 
interesting as plants are experiencing the hottest time of the year . Watch your APLD 
CA emails for the next invitation from Karrie Reid with UC Cooperative Extension .

Lomandra 'Platinum Beauty'Plant raters out in the field .

Rosa 'Sunny Knock Out'Geranium x cantabrigiense 'Biokovo'
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Chapter Postcard Promotes  
Professional Landscape Design

By Diane Goldsmith
APLD-CA BAY AREA DISTRICT

To promote professional landscape designers throughout the state of California, the APLD 
California Chapter prints an annual postcard to be used at trade shows, nurseries, and public 
special events . This year the Chapter held a contest for the postcard photo, asking designers to 
submit images of their projects . Eight designers participated with 28 photos, and the Chapter 
executive committee served as judges . The winning photo, shown above, was submitted by Kate 
Stickley of Arterra Landscape Architects . The Chapter will continue to hold the contest every year,  
so start documenting your projects with compelling photographs! 

 APLD CA postcards for 2015 and 2016 . 
The first (L) was of a design by Linda 
Middleton, APLD, Bay Area District;  
the second (R) was a design by Amelia 
Lima, APLD, San Diego District .

Photo © Jude Parkinson-Morgan Photo © Amelia Lima
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Featured Events in California

APLD-CA Greater Los Angeles District 
Participates

All-Day Educational Event at John 
Greenlee's Pomona Garden Gallery 
Workshops, lectures, plant displays, plant sale, 
catered lunch . Speakers: John Greenlee, Wendy 
Proud (Western States Wholesale Nursery), Fran-
cesca Corra, (APLD-CA Chapter president-elect), 
Duncan McKee (Cal Poly Pomona), Lori Palmquist 
(irrigation specialist)
WHEN: Friday June 2, 2017 9:30 AM - 5:00 PM
WHERE: John Greenlee's Pomona Garden Gallery, 
160 E Franklin Ave, Pomona

G3 Urban Soil Summit: Terroir!  
(sponsored by APLD-CA)
A diverse group of leading thinkers, scientists, 
engineers, policy makers, architects, planners, 
designers, and concerned individuals unite in an 
energetic exchange about the science and actions 
necessary to create soil security, a fundamental 
building block of resilience . This event is planned 
to enlighten, inspire, amaze and motivate thou-
sands of actions around building living soil in 
urban environments .
Info and registration: http://greengardensgroup.
com/urban-soil-summit-terroir/
See pg. 4 of this newsletter for info on 
15% discount for APLD members.
WHEN: Tuesday, August 8, 8 am;  
Wednesday, August 9, 6 pm
WHERE: UCLA Meyer and Renee Luskin Confer-
ence Center, 425 Westwood Plaza, LA CA 90095

APLD-CA Bay Area District  
Presents

It's All About the Soil:  
The Watershed Approach
At this APLD MEMBERS-ONLY EVENT, experts will 
discuss what every landscape designer needs to 
know about promoting and maintaining the single 
most important part of every landscape—healthy 
living soil . 
• Watershed-wise best management practices  

for building a healthy living soil sponge 
• Plan specification language that will ensure  

soils are properly cared for 
• Local sources for healthy compost  

and compost tea
1 .5 APLD CEU’s  
Questions?  
Email: mary@maryfishergardendesign.com
Registration: 
https://apld-6-13-17.eventbrite.com
WHEN: Tuesday June 13, 4–6 pm
WHERE: Veterans Memorial Center,  
3780 Mt Diablo Blvd ., Lafayette

http://greengardensgroup.com/urban-soil-summit-terroir/
http://greengardensgroup.com/urban-soil-summit-terroir/
mailto:mary%40maryfishergardendesign.com?subject=Query%20regarding%20It%27s%20All%20About%20the%20Soil
mailto:https://apld-6-13-17.eventbrite.com?subject=
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APLD-CA Annual Summer Celebration
at the Ruth Bancroft Garden
Enjoy food, drink, live music, door prizes and excit-
ing speakers amidst the “Sculpture In the Garden” 
display at the world-renowned Ruth Bancroft 
Garden in Walnut Creek . Learn about amazing 
plants for the drought-tolerant garden from RBG 
plant experts . Meander through the spectacular 
gardens with sculptures from over 50 artists, while 
mingling and networking with landscape design-
ers, contractors, horticulturists and landscape 
industry leaders from all over California .
Questions?  
Email: mary@maryfishergardendesign.com
Registration:  
https://apld-6-22-17.eventbrite.com
WHEN: Thursday June 22, 5–8 pm
WHERE: The Ruth Bancroft Garden,  
1552 Bancroft Road, Walnut Creek

APLD-CA Sacramento District  
Participates

Harvest Day in Fair Oaks
APLD-CA Sacramento will have a booth at Harvest 
Day in Fair Oaks, fielding landscape design ques-
tions from the public and promoting APLD . The 
educational event hosted by the Master Gardeners 
of Sacramento County will have over three dozen 
exhibitors and vendors . 
Info at: sacmg.ucanr.edu/Harvest_Day
WHEN: Saturday, August 5, 8 am–2 pm
WHERE: Fair Oaks Horticulture Center,  
11549 Fair Oaks Blvd ., Fair Oaks

APLD members, sponsors and guests enjoy a Mexican dinner outdoors at the Ruth Bancroft Garden .

mailto:mary%40maryfishergardendesign.com?subject=Query%20about%20Summer%20Celebration
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/special-event-apld-bay-area-annual-summer-celebration-registration-30858752359?aff=es2
http://sacmg.ucanr.edu/Harvest_Day
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Please give a warm welcome to these new members of 
the APLD California Chapter . Thank you to all who have 
joined and renewed for 2017!

Professional Members

Kathy Brenner 
Bay Area District 
Link to Kathy Brenner's APLD Profile

Michael D . Cusick 
All-Pro Landscape Management Inc .
Greater Los Angeles District 
Link to Michael D. Cusick's APLD Profile

Lauren Dunn 
Dunn Gardens
Greater Los Angeles District 
Link to Lauren Dunn's APLD Profile

Allied Members

Strider Sultan 
Sultan Fountains  
Bay Area District
Link to Strider Sultan's APLD Profile

Associate Members

Linda Roy 
Linda Roy Design
Bay Area District
Link to Linda Roy's APLD Profile

 

Student Members  

Maria Blake 
Bay Area District 

Deborah Arlene Hindsley 
Bay Area District
 
Haejung Kim  
Greater Los Angeles District
 
Debbie Gordon 
San Diego District

https://www.apld.org/find-a-designer/member-profile/?id=9056&w pid=2023
https://www.apld.org/find-a-designer/member-profile/?id=8389&wpid=4196
https://www.apld.org/find-a-designer/member-profile/?id=10008& wpid=5758
http://www.apldca.org/directory/listing/strider-sultan 
https://www.apld.org/find-a-designer/member-profile/?id=10667&wpid=6393
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An Invitation to Contribute 

Do you like to write about landscape design, new product discoveries, and reliable, 
gorgeous plant combinations? Are you a blogger with an idea or article to share?  
Our quarterly newsletter aims to be a trove of resources and opportunities for our 
residential landscape design community .

Submitting an article is easy . Email your articles, photos, ideas, essays and opinions  
to newsletter@apldca.org . The deadline for the September issue is August 1, 2017 . 

Thank you everyone listed below for your contributions to this issue .

    —Anne Weinberger, 
        Newsletter Editor

Contributors to the June Issue

Kimberly Alexander

Pamela Berstler

Kristan Browne

Jane Davis

Stephanie Falzone

Diane Goldsmith

Maureen Decombe

Linda Middleton, APLD

Laura Morton, APLD

Hope Nelson

Jude Parkinson-Morgan

Kerrie Reid

Patricia St. John, APLD

Nancy Wallace

Anne Weinberger

Anne Weinberger
Newsletter Editor

Diane Goldsmith
Graphic Designer

mailto:newsletter%40apldca.org?subject=Invitation%20to%20Contribute

